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common basis of so much of American culture was Christian in its origin that these
common religious teachings could form the basis of nonsectarian instruction. Most
often this took the form of reading the Bible in the schools each day. Under Protestant
stimulus, some twelve states passed laws requiring Bible reading and some twenty-five
other states permitted the practice in one way or another.
A decade later, however, two decisions pretty well decided the matter. As early
as 1951, in the heat of the afterglow of the McCollum case, the New York Board of
Regents had urged local boards of education to institute nonsectarian prayers in the
public schools. Some time later the Board itself approved such a prayer, but in the
Engel case the U.S. Supreme Court found in 1962 that such a prayer was "a religious
activity" promulgated by public authorities and wholly inconsistent with the establish-
ment clause of the First Amendment.13 A year later in a Pennsylvania and Maryland
case the Supreme Court similarly found that the compulsory recitation of the Lord's
Prayer and reading from the Bible was an unconstitutional invasion of religious liberty
by an agency of government.14 Although these cases seemed to settle the legal
question, the hue and cry did not die down. In fact a strong movement got underway to
amend the Constitution specifically to permit Bible reading and religious prayers in the
public schools. The Becker amendment in 1964 was finally sidetracked, but not before
a major public controversy.
From the mid-1960s onward the organized effort to link religion and education
more closely turned away from the effort to inject more religious instruction in the
public schools and toward public support for sectarian schools. The height of the
religious rancor of the 1950s had passed, the ecumenical movement of better feeling
among Christians was symbolized by the second Vatican Council called by Pope John
XXIII in 1962, the fiscal crises hit parochial schools harder and harder, and the public
school establishment was being belabored year after year for its failures in urban and
ghetto education.
All in all, the century and a half of faith in public education was being
challenged from many sides. It therefore was harder for the educational profession to
continue to persuade the public that public schools should be the sole recipients of
public funds. The flight of the middle classes from the Northern cities to the suburbs
or to private schools paralleled the flight of white segregationists in the South to
private schools. Many in both groups were willing if not eager for public funds to
follow their children; and the hard-pressed Catholics pressed relentlessly for public
relief in their efforts to provide a religious education for their children.
So, in a sense, it was not surprising that the fortunes of secularization declined as
public support for parochial education rose, and they rose as religious instruction in
the public schools declined. In fact, the two were related. If the public schools were to
become increasingly secular, the religious-minded majority could see little harm in
providing some public support for parochial education, even if it meant some Protes-
tant taxes going to some Catholic schools. Besides, white Protestants in the South
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